
  

EXCEL (ADVANCED): Dependent Data Validation Drop-Down Lists 
 
 
You can limit the choices in an Excel data validation list, by using named ranges and the INDIRECT function, to create 
dependent data validation lists. 
 
Our example: 1st list (entitled PRODUCE) offers choices between FRUIT and VEGETABLES. 2nd list will display EITHER a list 
of fruits or a list of vegetables – depending on selection from the PRODUCE list. 
How cool is that?  
 
 
1. To try it out - start with a new, blank worksheet – and create the first named 

list: 
a. Use an empty area of the workbook – type the heading PRODUCE LIST. 
b. Beneath the heading, type the entries that you want in your first drop-

down list. (FRUIT, VEGETABLES). NOTE: these should be ONE WORD 
entries as they will be used later as the names of the dependent lists 
(and range names cannot have spaces in them). 

c. Select the list (not the heading cell) – and NAME it PRODUCE. Press 
[ENTER] to finalize the name. 

2. Now create the supporting named lists: 
a. In a blank cell, type FRUIT LIST (only a heading – that’s why it doesn’t 

matter that it is more than one word). 
b. Beneath this heading, type your list of fruits. 
c. Select the list (not the heading cell) – and NAME it FRUIT (this range name must match exactly the entry in the 

PRODUCE list (ie, if the entry in the Produce range is “fruit” you must call this range “fruit” (not “fruits”))). Press 
[ENTER] to finalize the name. 

3. Create the VEGETABLES range in the same manner. (Remember, this range name must match exactly the entry in 
the PRODUCE list (ie, if the entry in the Produce range is “vegetables” you must call this range “vegetables”)). 

4. Now you apply the Data Validation rule: 
a. In cell A1, type the heading CATEGORY. 
b. In cell B1, type the heading ITEM. 
c. Select the cells, in column A to which you want to add the drop-down (cells A2 to whatever). 
d. On the DATA tab – click the upper portion of the DATA VALIDATION button. 
e. In the ALLOW box – choose LIST. 
f. In the SOURCE box, type =produce 
g. On the ERROR tab – type an appropriate message directed at anyone who decides to not use the list and type in 

their own entry (something to the effect that it MUST match an item in the list). Make sure to leave the error as 
a STOP style error – because the entry MUST match the list or your dependent list will not work). 

h. Click OK. 
5. Now you create the DEPENDENT Data Validation rule: 

a. Select the cells, in column B to which you want to add the dependent drop-down (cells B2 to whatever). 
b. On the DATA tab – click the upper portion of the DATA VALIDATION button. 
c. In the ALLOW box – choose LIST. 
d. In the SOURCE box, type =INDIRECT( then the cell address of the first data cell to which you applied the main list 

(in this case A2) followed by a closing bracket. (NOTE: Don’t use the mouse to “click” on the cell to input it into 
the function because Excel will make it absolute (e.g. $A$2) which is not good). So, in our example, it would read 
=INDIRECT(A2) 

e. Click OK. 
f. If the cell to which you referred in the indirection function (A2) is blank – 

you will see an error window appear (shown here) asking if you want to 
continue. Click YES. 

6. Ok – time to test it out: 
a. Click in a cell in the (main list) Category column – and choose, from the drop-down (or type) either Fruit or 

Vegetable. 
Now click in the dependent column – and choose from the drop-down list. COOL! 
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